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.5 ways to win TT

1. Beat PJ.
Last year PJ challenged Davide from
CUSB La Fotta, who apparently has
been training the entire year to break
the record and jump over 7 chairs with
3 persons sitting on them. Sure seems
like whoever beats PJ in this legbreaking
game, can be called the winner of TT
2014. Sounds like a challenge? Get
going, film it all and send it to us using
#tomstourney and #gethorizontal.
2. Intentionally injure most of the Bad
Skid players.
Although we strongly disencourage
violence in Ultimate, or anywhere
for that matter, this might be one
(or the only one?) option of beating
these German youngsters. However,
remember to not break all of their
legs, as they still need some players to
participate for you to truly enjoy your
victory. A simple mission for your team
to bring home the trophy in the open
division. In any way most definitely
easier than trying to beat them. Need
a ride to the hospital? Contact Get

Horizontal by using #gethorizontal and
#tomstourney. And if you’re not that
good at recognising jokes, this was one
of them. Badum tish.
3. Act like Freespeed or CUSB La
Fotta.
Ask Freespeed how they won Tom’s
Tourney twice in a row (2012 & 2013),
or even better CUSB La Fotta on how
they won 3 continous years (2007 &
2008 & 2009). Simply play like they tell
you and kiss the cup. Twice. Or 3 times
if you really listen carefully to CUSB
captain Davide.
If you wanna know all about how
Freespeed won last year, here’s your
chance to read the Tom’s Tourney 2013
recap: http://www.gethorizontal.be/tt13recap-journey-to-toms-tourney/
4. Dye your hairs blond.
Find a local hairdresser, tell him/her
to dye your hairs blond, act like Justin
Foord and sky the hell out of anybody to
take home the Tom’s Tourney cup.
5. Mark backwards.
Marking backwards is always a good
way of trying to win the tournament.
Innovation is what it’s all about!
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6. Mention Tom in your speech. Wait,
Tom?
Tom’s Tourney isn’t called Tom’s
Tourney just for the fun of it. This
tournament is a dedication to Tom Van
Ryckeghem, a FreezzzBeezzz player who
was taken from us way too early.
7. Bribe TD Glenn.
Glenn Nolf, also known as Sikken, is a
legend. Organising TT is a big workload,
but the way Glenn has done so in the
past bazillion years is just impressive.
Therefor just go up to him, say thanks,
and ask him to cheat while writing
down results. Simple as ABC.
8. Get Horizontal.
We don’t need to explain this one.
8,5. Mark a sign every time one of your
teammates drinks a Brugse Zot.
Last year all of you drank about 1050
liters of the famous local beer. Perhaps
you fools (cause that’s what Zot means
in english) could win a drinking prize
by indicating the amount of beers your
team had over the weekend? Cheers
Full article on www.gethorizontal.com
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TEAMpic thursday

AMES TO WATCH

Want to see some games when you don’t have to
play yourself? Here are some games that might
prove worthwhile:
1PM - field 9
Equipe France Feminin - Golden Girls
5PM - field 2
CUSB La Fotta - Gentle Open

G

et Horizontal shop will be
open on saturday

Get yourself some GH swag in the new GH shop.

W

Take your teampic in or around the tram and post it on
www.facebook.com/tomstourney Winner announced at
5PM gets the VIP treatment during tonight’s BBQ! Don’t
forget to use #tomstourney and #gethorizontal hashtags.
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